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This note develops and sharpens 

If the moment generated by a 

fies [21 the condition 

N (e) = 

the results obtained in [II. 

spring connecting two gyroscopes satis- 

4B’2 
- mxcos esin s (1) 

and if otherwise the assumptions are the same as those stated in [l] , 
then the energy integral has the form 

(2) 

V E ~Ap2+~B~a+$Cr2+Isa-~~ sin2e - (F - mto) 11@~ - mvlR#, - 

-Q MP% + (Bq + Ia+,, + Cr%q- 0 [Ape, 4- @q + fm, + CrW= cJo= a) 

Here I6 * is the kinetic energy of the gyroscopes with their casings 

as they rotate about the axes of the casings. This energy has been 

neglected in cl]. 

The position of equilibrium of the system occurs at the following 

values of the coordinates: 

a = 0, B = p*> T = 0, 8= 6’ (3) 

and p* and 6* satisfy the equations 

(C - B) [r/x (W - 0 2, sin 2p* -+ 0 Q cos 2fl*]-2B’ cos (e, + 6*)( Q cos p* - 0 sin g*)= 
= - (F - muo) 1 sin p* - mvlQ cos fl* 

- (CO cos fJ* + 51 sin fl*) 2B’ sin (e. + 6*) = N (e, + fi*) (4) 
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Here Ed is a particular value of E which is the angle of separation 

of the gyroscopes satisfying the relation 

mlv 
e, = m-1 2~’ (5) 

If the motion described by the equations (3) is unperturbed, then we 

can obtain for it [I] the sufficient conditions of stability in the form 

Here 

Cl1 > 0, CZP > 0, CllC33 - Ci)3>% C¶PC44 - Cf > 0 (6) 

cl1 = l/,0 {- mlK Q sin p* - A0 + [B (61 cos fP $ 62 sin fi*) + 
d; 2B’ cos (F,, + S*)] cos p* d_ C (a sin b* - 62 cos p*) sin b*} 

c~~=~/~{(C-B)[(Q~OS~*-~~~~~*)~- (Qsinfl*d-o co~~*)~]_tr [(F-mvo)I+ 
+ o 2B’ cos (eO -j- 6*)] cos fJ* - 62 [mvl - 2B’ cos (e, + S*)] sin fP} 

c.33 = l/2 [(C --A) (QcOS fJ* --0 sin fi*)” + (F - mvo) 1 COs p* - mvlQ sin p*] (7) 

et1 = 1/2 [- (4B’2 / mlR) cos 2 (e. + 8*) + 2B’cos(e, $- a*) (Q sin fP +CO cos p*)] 

c13-= 1/2o [(C - A) (0 sin p* - Q co9 p*) - mlR62] 

C 34 = l/3 2B’ sin (e. Ji 6*) (Q cos fi* -a sin fi*) 

Let us mention that the equations (4) have a solution p* = 0, if 

N(E) satisfies [31 the condition 

&j” 

N (4 = - mm (1 + x) cos e sin e 
i 

x = (C - B) 
mlR ) (8) 

Here the value of 6. is determined by the equation 

2B’ cos (eO -+ 6*) = mlv (1 4 x) (9) 

The integral (2) retains its form except for the coefficient of 

sin 2 E, where in the denominator appears an additional factor (1 - )o. 

In this case the inequalities (6) assume a simple form 

I+-w]>O, 
(IO) 

F-mmuo-mRQ”>O, F - mR Q2 > 0 

The sufficient conditions of stability (6) or (10) do permit degener- 

ations similar to those shown in [ll. 
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